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1 I n i r u d u l ' t i o n
..Mviutional theories m a curved background si^ace-time 
-III iiTsioii h:is l^en an area of investigation for a long 
Inrsion, api>ears as an antisymmetnc tensor part in 
'1- -i\ii.t-linie connection [1] and is tin inescapable 
ihtr-lucncL' when Uie inaller fields giving rise to space- 
til'.III\Milire are possessed with spin [2,3J Tlierefore, a 
’itv'iv with torsion provides an effective classical 
ikL’nnmJ tor quantum matter fields The resulting Llieory, 
Miuvtii as Hinstein-Cartan theory, is not gauge invariant if 
'iL iiilroiluces electromagnetic coupling in a space-time 
nidiwed with asymmetric connection through the usual 
imniniil coupling scheme A possible resolution to this 
r^oMcm was found in the context of a string theory 
'''PirtLl torsion space-lime where torsion appears in the 
ol a third rank antisymmetric tensor field strength 
"^•responding to the second rank antisymmetric massless 
"•"Jf ol sinng called Kalb-Ramond (KR) field [4,6] Such 
 ^r‘^ ''olution IS crucial to study the observable effects of 
'^ 1^011 tlimugh experiments by electromagnetic fields in 
scenarios
'•I this review we first discuss how torsion can be 
""'Tlcel to electromagnetism in a gauge invariant way 
u^t^ e^ uenlly we find the most general spherically
symmetne solution and re-examine the well known classical 
lest of General Relativity in such a mcxlified bakground 
We then offer a possible explanation lor the unexplained 
optical rotation of the plane of polarization of the distant 
galactic radio waves
Tlius, torsion is, in some sense, an inherent feature in 
the low-energy effective string action,
2. Gauge invariant electromagnetic coupling with torsion
Extensive studies have already been earned out regarding 
the coupling of torsion with other spin fields, especially 
tlie electromagnetic field, where the well-known problem of 
violation of f/(l) gauge-invanance [7] is explored We now 
desenbe the results obtained in [4J where the existence of 
a gauge invananl coupling between electromagnetic field 
and the KR field was shown in the context of a string 
inspired model.
The electromagnetic field strength is defined by
0)
where the covanant denvative is given as
+ (2)
Here the affine connection F includes torsion. The
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expression for Ihis c£Lse turns out lo he
^ '„ v = 3 ,A )-2 ^ ;v ^ .
This ex|>ression is not mviirijuil under the sliindard ^7(1) 
eJeclroimgnetjc gauge ir£inslorrnatiun which is
naluniJly unacceplahle as a consistent field theory ol 
eleclnimagiietism and torsion Tins forces one to conclude 
that electromagnetic held has no coupling lo the 
aiUisyinnietnc part of the alfine comieciion
Tlie situation changes completely in the Iramework of 
the low energy effective field iheoiy of string inspired 
model where there exists yet another non*gravitalioii:il 
field, possibly massless, to function as the source of the 
torsion Within the option of hosoiiic fields, the Kalh- 
Ramond (KR) antisymmetric second nink tensor field 
appears as a possible candidate is a massless second 
nink anlisymmelnc field willi a third rank antisymmetnc 
tensor field strength and has the lollowing gauge 
transformation which leaves Us field
s t r e n g t h I  gauge invariant The gauge 
invariance mentioned above is of course well-known in tlie 
string ccxitext To obtain a coupling that is mviirh'uU under 
both electrom agnetic and Kalb-Rarnond gauge 
transformations, the KR tensor potential must be endowed 
with a non-lnvial electromagnetic gauge transfonnaiion 
property, and the KR field strength must accordingly be 
modified with the addition of an electromagnetic Chem 
Simons three tensor. Remarkably such a term appears 
naturally from the requirement of quantum consistency of 
the underlying string theory f6J, where the KR 3-form 
is modilied by addition of Yang-Mills and gravitational 
Chem Simons 3-forms lo ensure that the quantum theory 
IS anomaly free Tlius, the modified KR field slrengUi 
tfiree-tensor in our case is defined as
(4)
K (g .T )- \F ,
where K is die scalar curvature, defined js A‘
F anti is the Riemann-Chnsioii
tensor -
F ix  = a  -  K r l  ^ r m  -  r - / -
The torsion tensor auxiliary field m ci)
obeying the constraint equation
, 7 |
Thus, the augmented KR field strength three tensor p|,n^ - 
the role ol the spin angular momentum density fi| 
Substituting the alxive equation in (5) and varying with! 
resjx^l to anti resjiectively, we obtain the txiuhiioiis
and
' (f'')
(0)
where, /y** is the covananl derivative using the Clinstolkl 
connection Clearly, these equations of motion aic 
rnanileslly gauge covananl under both g.iuj^ L^ 
iranslonnations The interaction term thus hiLS the strut tun*
( 10)
A similar structure has been proposed earlier |8| on qmtL 
thfferenl grounds lo solve the jirobleni of gauge invaniuil 
Einslein-Cartiui-Miixwell couplings Since die KR ihiu 
tensor is Htxlge-dual to the derivative of a spiiiles.'? liehl 
II, so dial, after a partial integration, one obtains,
(II
where,*F^'' = F^ „ Here, we have noted the lac
that
This modified tensor I I is gauge mvanani under sUmdard 
C/(l) gauge transformations, provided we stipulate that the 
KR potential transforms under f/(l) gauge inuisfomiations 
as S , We have of course used the stantlard
Bianchi identities for the Maxwell field involving the 
Qinsloflfel ctxmeclion. Ririher, the Maxwell field is assumed 
lo be mvanant under KR gauge iranslormations defined 
earlier
We now propose the tollowing action lor a manifestly 
gauge invariant Einslein-Cartiui-Maxwell-Kalb-Ramond 
coupling.
(121
by the Maxwell Bianchi identity It may be noted that Llir 
gauge Chem Simon’s term is the crucial ingredient in 
inducing gauge invariant couplings of the electromagnetic 
field
3. Rotation of the plane of polarization
We now examine the consequences such a coupling, | 
aslrophysical/cosmological observables. The present j
Observable consequences of gauge invorumt eleclromagneiic-i
torsion couplinff etc. m i
,t,iinn reviews the work presented m p ]  where it has 
explicitly shown that the KR field may induce a 
1,011 oi the plane of polanzation of electromagnelic 
.jjuUinn from cosmologically distant sources There is 
evidence that optical activity of a related type may 
nive .ilready been observed in radiation from distant quasars 
Ollier radio sources [9-1IJ The observed angle of 
roiaii^ in of the plane of polanzation can be expressed as
0 -■= aX- + X ( 1 3 )
\aiere a  (tlie Faraday rotation measure) and x  ^  constants 
j^kJ a is the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave x  is 
ihe HTiple between a reference axis and the electric field of 
]\\L wave when it is emitted from the source galaxy, while 
[he lirst tenn, because of its quadratic dependence on the 
ve.ivekngth represents Faraday rotation of the pljine of 
piiLinzation due to passage ol the electromagnetic wave 
[hn-uiih galactic (and possibly inter-galactic) magnetized 
ji|.t,rniLs Here we show that Einslein-KaUvRamond-Maxwell 
,(Hipling can be resjxinsible, in explaining the ongin of 
ilih extra bit of rotation (x)^ Since the KR field appears 
niurally in some supergravity theories and hence in the 
niussless spectrum of closed stnng theory, therelore such 
,in ohservation may perhaps be considered as an evidence 
inr siijiergravity as well as being a hint ol' an underlying 
slrin|! structure
In this analysis we treat the KR field as a tiny 
mrl urban on on the Maxwell field equations in a standard 
u)Mm)logical background such that it’s back-reaction on 
;iie background space-time geometry can lie neglected We 
Jiunse two standard scenarios, v iz , the spatially flat 
kicclinann-Roberlson-Walker background with the scale 
ixior, which depends only on (co-moving) time, evolving 
‘hording to both a radiation dominaled and a matter 
Jnnunated scheme In general, in addition to the graviton 
ind the KR field, the perturbative sector ol the heterotic 
'■iniig contains a scalar dilaton field whose dynamics is 
known to have cosmological consequences Here we 
'kill however ignore this dynamics for the moment by 
f^ttzing the dilaton and focus instead on the effects of the
lield alone on the electromagnetic wave Taking the KR 
litUl strength to be
" D J ' .
'''liere / / i s  a pseudo-scalar, one obtains the modified 
generally covariant Maxwell equations [4]
J>^e  = i J g d u  B
D^E - D x B = -2 4 g \D^ H^B ~D11x E \+  2G\{B'  ^-  ) > i
+ (il-£:)£ + (/! B)B\
DoB + D x E = O ^ D  B (14)
Here is the covanaiit derivaUve in the spaUally flat 
FRW metric To a hrst approximation, we ignore the (){G) 
temis which anse from the Chem-Simons augmentation of 
the KR field strength We also absorb theVo in the 
pseudo-sealiir field / /  to render tins field dimensionless 
The equations now become,
D E=2D U  B
l \ E - D x B ^  -2[DoUB -  D ll x E 1
D „B^D xE  = 0 ^ D  B (15)
The last equations in the array are the Maxwell Bianchi 
identity In a spatially Hat isotropic FRW background with 
metne
ds^ =R\r]){dr}^ - d x ^ \  (16)
where, rj is the conformal time ctxirdinale, delincd by dr] 
= dtlR{t), the alxive equations assume the form,
V ER^ =1VII BR^
(ER^) - V x B R ^ =  -2\d^HBR^ - V I I  xER^]
d^(B R ^)-V xE R ^ =0 = V BR^ (17)
We first consider a flat background space-Ume {R{rf) = 1),
to obtain a preliminary understanding of the effects
involved It may be recalled that the KR field strength
( 1 8 )
This inplies that the pseudo-scalar / / = 0  satisfies the 
massless Klein-Gordon eqn 0 /7 = 0  For non-flat 
backgrounds, the d’Alemberlian operator is to be replaced 
by its generally covananl counterpart
Assuming that II  is only a function of the co-moving 
lime coordinate i], the Klein-Gordon equation reduces to 
the simple equation d}IHdifl -  0 with llie obvious solution 
II -  hr] + hff. where h and are constants This spatial 
homogeneity of the Klein-Gordon field is possibly a justified 
assumption over the cosmologically long distance scales 
of our interest
Following the af^roaches adopted in [12] and [13], we 
arrive at the equation
d r
+ {k^:p2hk)b^ =0, ( 1 9 )
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wliere we have detomixxsed/; =  ^ and have chosen 
Ihe z direction to be the propagation direction of the 
electromagnetic wave The circuliir poliirizaiion states are 
defined as ± iby Unlike the corresponding etiualion
in fl2j, et) (19) Ccuv Ixi solved rxiutly
where, (O^, ^  k(kT2h) The optical activity due to the 
presence of the KR held is thus given by the diflerence
“ 0 ) = -/ir7 lor/::?>/i
,2 -II---- f +  )tv , = -2 ft— ^
dr)
I q:^^rn, /c"
k
‘)n// =
such a background can be similarly wniten down m lernv 
o( the quantity where = FJR^ They are
4 4 4dt)^
2hk
R\il)
f :  =(
(26)
Similar to the flat space-time case, a corresponding equaiior 
for the electric field polarization states can also he 
obtained in terms of a quantity where = GJR^ T]^ ,^  
turns nut to be
(21)
Tilt* ecjuation for the electric held (with an assumption F 
= eirjy ''^  and a similar definition lor f\)  lakes the form
K - * ' 3, = -2 /i - [ f ]dr)
(22)
11ns iiTqilies that a solution ol the elecliic held equation 
IS therefore liependenl on the solution of the magnetic 
held equation It is easy to see that,
(23)
IS a solution lor the electric eijuation and the anxiunt ol 
rotation is the same for Ixnh the electric ;uid magnetic 
lields
Our result clearly indicates that KR field indeed induces 
optical activity
We now generalize this to spatially Hat FRW universe 
in both radiation and matter dominated cases So we need 
to solve Maxwell equahons in a non-Lnvial cosmology 
where we choose for simplicity the spatially flat Friedrnan- 
Rolierlson-Walker (FRW) type of background
Tlie equation of motion of the pseudo-scahir field once 
again is given as '
□7/=-0. (24)
where n is now the covanant d’Alembertian corresponding 
to the spatially Hat metnc
Once again considering spatially homogeneous H lield, 
such that / /  = 7/(r;) we arrive at,
h
where h is an integration const.uit, which, in a sense, is 
a ‘measure’ ol tlie strength ot the pseudoscalar II field or, 
etjuivalently, the dual three lorin held Ilft^x-
Tlie equations that the polarization states satisfy for
It may be noted that the electric field equations are 
dependent on the solution of their magnetic heU 
countcqiarts. Tlie rotation can l)e calculated for both the 
electric and magnetic iields and we show our results c\mlv 
lor the magnetic field case '
The equations can l.'ie solved explicitly once the si;le 
1 actor R{rj) is known For a radiation dominated FRW 
model we assume a scale factor R(rj) = rj/rjQ lor \/rj^ - 
(8;rGe',/3)’'^  , with £'o being the pnmordial radiant eneig\ 
density Simihirly lor a matter dominated model we lis.suiR 
R(rj) = Our objective is to find the asyinplolu
dependence on i] and the parameters of the Uieory wlnUi 
h = h(t)ll J i '= h{r)!f )* and the wave number A 
Accordingly, we have the two equations for the radiation 
and matter dominated cases as given below
and
1
1
> - 4l - ^ ^ k = 0 .  ^ l ^ 2 h V
(28)
(29)
hi the above, we use dimensionless qutintiQes throughout, 
with X = krj.
Using the ansalz
(25)
F+fjr) = e"i>+(j:)
that, eqs (28) and (29) reduce to
(30)
d\), ^ dv, vl — f +  2i— ^ = 0  
dx^  tix
(31)
d^ v^  _ dv^  vl
— ir + 2i— ^ — f u .  =0  
dx^  dx X
(32)
As we are only interested in asymptotic solution of these
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for jc —> + «» therelore wc choose a solution for 
j,oiJi Liises ol the type
H w,
(33)
use this ansalz is used to calculate the angle ol 
r ii i . in o n  of the polanzation plane, to lowest non-lnvial 
m 1/jr (where x = ktf). Tlie result turns out to be,
^jargUo -argiJQ +2 tan lor HD (34)
;iiul
St})  ^ jargi^o -  iirgOo + 2 tan \h 'k^  /3 a’ )| lor MD (35)
[(tL.illing that the angle ol rotation muj»l be zem in absence 
,1 (he Ihe interaction, we get argUo-!irgi>Q -- 0 Tins 
Mdib the angles of rotation as
Ji/) - 2lan *(/i /3t7) (or HI) (36)
Jij'i = 2 Ion '(//V3r7’ )| for MD (37)
fill vciy small h. the inverse liuigenl may be replaced by 
l!^  .ugunienl Our predictions Irom theory (to the lowest 
.uLr in h) lor the rotation angle thus may he checked 
.iLMiiisl ihe data Rewriting the expressions in terms of the 
'ui-sliill z, the expression for die look-hack lime can he 
jiuaiiicd from the expression,
(38)
where Hq is the value ol the present Hubble parimieter 
The relation between conformal lime r/ and real lime t can 
I'e tdiiained from the expression, a(rj)drj = ill
One can similarly derive the expressions (or the mtation 
Ihe electric field which to the lowest order turns out to 
ht the same as for the magnetic field We further note the 
iJtl that at the lowest order E.B is equal to zero, but it 
iiuy not be so lieyond this order It is interesting to note 
ih.ii KR field modifies many of the well-known profierties 
"I electromagnetic wave in vacuum as the presence ol the 
KR held effectively makes the space optically active. We 
tiwvf thus amved at the following situation A part of the 
roiaiion of the plane of jxilarizalion of light emitted from 
'Jisiaiii galaxies obtained after subtracting out the Faraday 
*-'>miiunent can be -explained from the coupling of the 
^Kclromagnetic wave with the background Kalb-Ramtind 
held We have explicitly written the modified Maxwell 
tLiaaUons after the inclusion ol the effects of the II field
and analyzed Ixilh in Hal luid curved FRW backgrounds 
'Fhe wave equations for the electric and magnetic lields are 
indeed different (unlike usual electromagnetism) iaid the 
effects on the rotation are generally diflerenl
All this IS perhaps a vindication of the propisal of 
supergravity ;ind what one is observing is |x?rhaps a 
massless mode ol an underlying string theory, hitherto 
unobserved because ol its weak coupling to other miilter 
As pointed out in [I4J, such a weak coupling could be 
detected iierhajis in luture, if not through presently 
available data We lea '^e oixrii the question whether the 
present data does :ictually subslaiiliale our theoretical 
conclusions Apart ln)m the icslrophysical ramifications of 
our work, Uie lad llial the only known pro[X)sal ol cou[iling 
the Maxwell held to an Einslein-Carlan geometry in a 
gauge invariant manner leads directly to the optical activity 
discussed above can, in princi|ile, he ol signilicant use in 
the detection ol torsion as a geometrical pro]'icrly ol 
space-time
We now carry out the most generLil sluily ol the 
existence ol possible static spherical symmetric 
jusymplotically hat solutions ol the vacuum held equations 
in presence of KR lield Our aim is to establish a physically 
meiuungtul general solution which matches the limiting 
requirements and provide a jm^per understanding about 
how the standard Schwarzschild solution gels modihcd in 
the presence of diflerenl lorms of the torsion held 118| 
Implications thereof, are oblmncd through the study ol 
geodesic motion in such sjiace-tirnes We also investigate 
the corrections inllicled by mrsion on some ol the stiuidard 
tests ol general relativity theory fl9] We repeat that 
although the lull low energy effective action ol string 
theory includes the graviton, dilalon, axion as well as 
other fields which may arise out ol dillerent type of 
compactilTcations, here we attempt to fcx'us on the eflccts 
of the axion only We investigate whether the presence ol 
axion (appearing as a dual field to the Kalb-Raimind 
induced torsion) is perceplible at all through the various 
observational and solar system tests
4. StHtii sphtTicully sym m etric solutkins in  a  K alb -R am on d  
background
In this section we review the work reixxled m [191 
Following tlie identification [41 ol the totally anlisymmetnc 
torsion tensor w-ith tlie incxJified KR field strength 
the action lor gauge-invanant EC-KR coupling is given by
(39)
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This action resembles to the action for the low-energy 
elfective string theory is the Ricci scalar curvature 
and K ~ {riantk mass)  ^ is the gravitational coupling 
constant Tlie modified K.R held strength tliree-torm H  is 
detined by the KR field strength augmented by the f/(l) 
electromagnetic CS ihree-lorm II = ( I B a  F Due 
to tlie Planck mass suppression we neglect tlie CS tenri in 
the present analysis The held eijuations that can be 
obtained from the above action are given as
where a pnme indicates derivative with respect to r and 
the constant k = ^ k . Tlie last equation in the above set 
IS obtained by using bolli eq (3) and the Bianchi ideniiiv 
for die KR held, viz. = 0  The alxAcVIZ, e
equations can now be solved to obtain
h{r) = I I\r )e  -
(49)
and
^uv ' (40) = l + - f  +
T(r)
( 50)
(41)
where is the Ricu tensor ol Riemanni.'ui geometry, and 
IS a symmetric 2-tensor, analogous to the energy- 
momentum tensor, and is given by
T  = ixfiy (42)
O JI,
1 A"; 1 = Kh~
r r r
r-,
r(r-i-r(r)-i-rj)
exp 2dr
+  T ( r ) -u ,
(51)
where ho, and (2 are the constmits ol the integralKhiis 
and
T(r) = K-j rVr(r)i7r (52)
We take the line element in its most general spherically 
syinmetric fonn
ds^ -  r'^^'"dl^ (df)^ + sin^ Od^^) (43)
luid expressing the tliree-form m terms ol its Hodge- 
dual one-lomi -  a pseudo-vector -  with independent 
componenLs tlovi, ^^ 021 and 7/j2i, it has been shown
in fl8 | that static spherical nymmetnc solutions, consistent 
with the basic requirement of asymptotic llalness, are 
possible only when //o2.i ^  0 luid all other components 
vanish In this situation we have definetl the dual pseudo­
scalar ‘axion’ II :ls,
The above solutions are consistent only when tliey salish 
the asymptotic flatness requirement, v/z , e^, —> I as
r —> oo, and a consistency condition derived from the luld 
equations
r r + r^+T (l-'i
(44)
where 77 deiieiids on the radial coordinate r only Denoting 
77o2if^^  ^ by [/i(r)l‘ the field equations can l)e expressed as
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
Tlie asymptotic flatness condition on tlie solutions rrquiic^  
( 2 = 1  Tins can reaeiily be verified in the limit when 
torsion vanishes, 1 e , r(r) = 0 For non-zero torsion, il 
luriher put ri = 0, then iLS is shown in 118], a typical cx.ili 
solution satisfying the above requirement can lx; obl.uiiuii 
for a specific form of r(r), viz , r(r) = - f j / r ,  h - K l > l -  
constanl (i 7i(r) -1/r^), whence
< •^ = 1 - - ^ .  (Mr~
^ 1. ■ 
and we have a womiliole for a real KR field, i.e., a ixisilive 
b. Note that this geometry has been discussed many tinier 
in the literature beginning with Uie work ol Ellis [22| 
though its appearance m the context ol the Kalb-RamoiiJ 
field coupled to gravity had not been noticed till recently 
To enquire tlie uniqueness of our solution we take 
general funcUonal form of T(r), which depends on tlie KR 
field strength 7j(r). We also take tlie KR field to be real 
As r(r) does not involve any additive constant, we 
express it in die form
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m=l  n-1 ^
;^ l,o using previously obtained equations we find
r\r) = - ^ e  , h = Kb^ (57)
iiiiLt c'~'' = s'* —> 1 as r ^  oo, iherefoxe from consistency 
tqijiieinenls we find that all the a^’s in r(r) v:inish, i e ,
r,M-5^ ™ / r ” Plugging this in eq (15) juid matching
i!ic Lotllicienls of equal powers ol r tmni both sides, we
r lr )  = /ji  ^ •' JJ---- 1 y - _  ,
r  2 r -  3 r ’ [ b c ^  l4 r ‘‘
2rf J 5 r '  1 60rf SOr  ^ Ibr"
(58)
/V 1 hf^ ->r7>lrc.
iroo(0-l + -5- + — ^ -----s + •
r 6r^ 6r^ 40r^
11/ X I 1^ I u 1 \ 1
will If the solution for the KR held is given by
(60)
v . - J A - L l - ^ + ^ - [ r , ’ + ^ U + | < f + ^ | - 4 +  ■
flip
dz
i s —  = Ee 
dz
(63)
(64)
where the motion is considered to be conlined in the 0 = 
n il  plane and the constants E  tmd J respectively arc 
energy {x:r unit m:iss and angular momentum about jin axis 
peqiendicular to the invariant plane {0 = nlT) Here, r  is 
an aJfine parameter and L is the Lagrangian having the 
values 0 and I res[iectively for null and lime-like particles. 
We do not consider the space-1 ike particles in the present 
analysis Now, consider the case r, = 0
Tlie metric coefliuenU? f '’ and e^ in this case yield the 
equations lor the radial getxiesics (7 = 0)
CiiiijuJling z'(r) we find = -b  and the solutions can be
r\!itLSSed as
(59)
(62)
with solution
(61)
Till' alxive solutions are, by construction, asyrrqilotically 
III and reproduce the exact solution found in [181 lor r, 
= 0 For rj ^ 0 ,  we obtain the standard Schwarzschild 
'^ luiioii, VIZ, f»'’ = e"'* = 1 -  r,lr in the zero-torsion limit, 
6 = 0, provided -c ,  =■ r, -  2GM (the Schwarzschild 
I dills) In fact, whenever is non-vanishing, being a 
’^I'lisiant we can always identify it with -r„  thereby 
‘’taming the Schwarzschild solution in the limit & —> 0
(tvodcsics, lensing and perihelion precession
Tile equations of geodesics for the general static 
'Spherically symmetne m*etnc is given by [23,24]
(65)
(66)
and the affine parameter z t The above equation 
represents a hyperbola laid shows that to an external 
observer a radially in-falling particle (lime-like or null) 
approaches the radius r = asymiitotically but can 
never reach it As z  is linear m / we find tliat the z -  r 
relationship also represents a hyjierbola Now, for time-hke 
geodesics (L = 1), r  is the pro[ier time and hence an 
observer falling witli a time-like particle also avoids the 
physical singularity at r = 0 by asymptotically grazing the 
critical radius at r = -Jb This feature is the charactenstic 
of a wormliole space-time and is in sharp conhast with 
what happens in a Schwarzschild space-time The equation 
of orbit in this case is.
E ^ - L -u ^  (1-fcu^), (67)
where u = Mr Now, in order to have bound orbits < 
1) the equation du/dip = 0 must have at least two real, 
positive rcxils winch do not coincide with the physical or 
coordinate smgulanty These rooLs are known to indicate 
the two turning pomts of the closed orbit In the present 
case It can easily lx: seen that the real positive values ol 
u for which du/d^ vanishes are M-Jb and E/J for null 
geodesics (L = 0). However, as the metric diverges at
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u B l/r  = V jb  we infer llnil ihe null geodesics cannol 
follow dosed orbiLs in a wormhole space-time However 
for tune-like geodesics {L = 1) no positive real value ol u 
exists for which the metric is non-smgular and duldip = 0 
Therefore, hound orbits are not permissible for time-like 
geodesics also, i e , for all kinds of particlCwS we can only 
have unbound orbiLs > 1 )  We lurther observe that.
L D ^ \ W ^ .
(68)
- ( ' ■ „ / +  6)j
4 ^  = 2 |0 ( r „ ) - 0 ^ , |- n = A £  + o [ ^
shows that tlie KR field not only alters the intercept on 
the ^-axis but also produces a depiirture from the straight 
line motion due to tlie term bu  ^ on tlie right of the alxive 
equation Althougli tlie impact parameter D arc different 
for massive and massless particles, the amount ol bending 
near the origin of tlie force is same lor Ixith kinds of 
particles. At r = Tq, the distance of closest approach 
towards the ongin of force dn/d(/> = 0, which yields Tq = 
D. Replacing back u by 1/r we obtain from tlie above 
equation,
= s i n  ‘(Tp/r) + ^i.r^!r)
4r„
For rl = h the integration yields 
^  (0  -  0 o )w(0) m
In terms of the proper radial distance / _ _ f} we
have
/ = ±yfbcoscch(0 -  0o) • (74).;
Tlie general solution for w(^) is given as
arcsiii rnM,—
(69)
The bending angle lor all types of particles is Qius given 
by
where F now denotes the incomplete ellipUc integral ol llieJ 
lirst kind Inverting this we find \
m(0) =
(70)
- ^ ( 0 - 0 o ) - (76),
An exact- integration also gives the following expression 
for the amount of bending
K 4 -  -)T , a i )
(. L 'b JJ
where K[jr] IS the complete elliptic ihtegral of the first kmd 
A plot of as a function of x  shows a linear region for 
small values of b «  with a slope reasonably close to 
nIA -  a fact which is demonstrated in the approximate 
calculation of the bending angle discussed above
In order to obtain information about the trajectones of 
photons in the geometncal opitics limit we can, alternatively, 
solve for u(<^ ). m terras of elliptic functions by directly 
integrating the equation given below
where sn denotes the Jacobian elliptic function A plot ('f 
r^u versus ^ with = 0 ^nd = 3 is shown below
Figure 2 Plot o f r ^ u  v s .  ^
(72)
For To = Vfe it can be seen that the sn reduces to this 
hyperbolic tangent which yields the expression discussed 
above for this case. As Tq -> -Jb the shooLs up 
rapidly The trajectory exhibits multiple winding m die
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of the throat. One may conjecture that the negaUve 
density present in the vicinity of the throat is 
|^Ttmsible for such peculiar behaviour It is also clear 
,,^1 tor other values of the ratio jc = ft/rj (x < 1) we find 
,^ i the Kalb-Ramond field deflects the light ray by an 
iPioimt which IS crucially dependent on the KR parameter
S
We now consider the case Cj  ^ 0 Here we have the 
jniplete senes soluhon for the equations with c, identified 
tlie Schwarzschild radius. To study the motion of 
ftodesics in outside r, we consider the torsion to be 
nhiJI, " 'i btr^ «  1 This is based on the assumption that 
jif torsion (or, equivalenUy the small KR field energy 
Jrticity) does not completely change the nature of the 
Mialory of particles as in the case r, = 0 It rather 
intlii'is a correction over the general relativistic phenomena 
.it bending of light and the penhelic jirecession of 
ii'uitrtary orbiLs Dropping terms of ordta- cubic or more in 
'Jr Lind hli  ^ we can approximately wnte the solutions as,
:^1--- •- ,
[d < l i j  y  r^  j  E
Mih solution in the form of a quadrature 
e^^m idrlr
, drforce, —  
d(l)
Hr) = « .+ sm
\ similar analysis for the case Tj = 0 shows that for lime- 
iikc particles closed orbits are possible for the truncated 
scne.s lorm of the melnc coefficients as discussed above
I Bending o f light rays
Foi photons the trajectory equations yield
+ -^[^sin VTo / r) -  (ro / r)y/l -  (r^  / r)  ^j
+ higher order terms (81)
rhe angle of bending is given by.
4«t = 2 |0 (r„ )-« .|-;r  = 2 l  + M l f + 4 ^  (82)
'b 'b ) >■« 4
Looking at the above expression we note that the first and 
third terms are relevant as long as we are interested in 
results valid upto first order m the mass M (r, -  GM) and 
the KR parameter h. The first term is of course the usual 
Schwareschild bending, whereas the third term comes from 
the KR field Tbtal bending is therefore
(77)
(78)
^0 = (^0).s, 1 +
(d0)K
(^0  Xschw (83)
Now the maximum KR energy density is obtained by using 
the minimum value of r (which is Tq, the impact parameter) 
This energy density can be wntten as
b _ S Mc  ^ (d0)K»
3;r Vo (^0)schw
(84)
(79)
W- 0 ™= / f 4 — (80)
Ve ® - 1
Vi the distance of closest approach (Cq) to the center of
= 0 , which gives -r^ e  Using this
tile specific expressions for the metnc components 
?iven earlier, we obtain
where Vq is the volume
We have calculated this energy density using the error 
bars for the current light bending measurements for Sun 
125] The estimated amount of energy per un t volume 
turns out to be enormous resulting in an unacceptable 
ambient KR temperature much larger than tliat for CMBR 
This suggests that (d^ )KR has to be far less than the 
value of these error bars in order to give a reasonable KR 
field energy density and therefore remains undetectable 
within the present day experimental precision.
2. Perihelion precession of planetary oibits 
As has been mentioned earlier bound orbits are really 
possible for Ume-like particles when c, = 0. In the case of 
elliptic planetary orbits, we obtain as in the previous case,
1
(85)
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Al penhdia and apheha, r = r and —  = 0 , whence
 ^ ^0\r-r
Ihe above equation yields 
1 <• I
spacc-lin:ie torsion modifies the predictions purel
(86)
Solving lor E  and J we obtain the trajectory equation in 
the iomi of Uie quadrature [24 J
(87)
where
(88)
Pmm these the amount of rotation of the orbit fxjr revolution 
becomes,
40 = 2 |0 (r ,) -0 (r  ) |-2 ;r
( 8/= /M 2
+ higher order corrections. (89)
Here L and e are the semilatus rectum and eccentnciiy of  
the elliptic orbit which are defined as 2/1 = (l/r+ + l/r_), 
Tj = (1 ± e)a, a being the semi-major axis
Following the similar path as in the preceding section 
the maximum KR energy density obtained by using the 
minimum value of r (which m this case is tlie perihelion 
distance r_) is given by
b Mc^ (210)kr
8;rG i (90)
where we have considered the eccentricity e to be fairly 
small so that r -  I, the semilatus rectum, and V is the 
volume —nl^ of the two-bc^dy system Comparing with 
llic sland^d observatioruU data for tlie penhelic precession 
of Mercury, Earth and Icarus [25J we have cdculated 
I^kr'I wiUa (4 ^^ )kh order of error biirs Once again
the energy density is found to be extremely high, thus 
suggesting that (d^)KH shouUi be much less than the 
present day experimental error bars
6. Conclusions
III tins paper we have descnbed how the presence of
Einsteinian gravity in the context of astrophysicai/l 
etymological observations One of the major obstacle m 
considenng the effecLs of tonsion on eleciromagneiu; 
phenomena in an Einstein-Cartan framework was the loss' 
of f/(l) gauge invanance We have explained how a sinnj;| 
inspired supergravity-based model can help to overconic' 
the problem from the reciuirement of quantum consisteiic\ 
ol such theones We have then described how tlie hiiherU) 
unexplained wavelength independent rotation of the phuit 
of (xilanzalion of distant galactic electromagnetic radiation 
can be accounted for in a space-time with torsion in 
addition we explicitly work out the most general sphencally 
symmetric asymiitolically flat solution lor the space time 
iTieinc when torsion is present This generalizes die well- 
known Schwarzschild solution which is the unique vac^ ium 
solution of die Einstein’s equation in absence ol lors\nn 
This naturally motivates us to recalculate the predic vtilij 
expenmental measure of the well-known tesLs ol Emsteini.m 
gravity like ]-»enhelion precession of planeltiry orbits :uitl 
ta d in g  of light change in presence ol torsion Usin^ ’ the 
exfieri men tally meiisured value we can pul :ui upjxir i)oui)tl 
on the energy density of the source of die torsion namtlv 
the KR field Tlie bound turns out to be much to small mm\ 
certainly much beyond tlie scope ol the present d:iv 
experiments However this work clearly points out the 
departure from the Einsteinian framework of gravity in the 
realm of the well-known cosmological/astiopliysiul 
observaldes when torsion is present in the space 
time vanous other aspects of the presence of torsion m 
the context of gravitational redshift, late lime acceleration 
of the Universe, cosmic microwave background anisotmpv 
has been studied extensively bodi in four and hijjlier 
dimensional mxlels ol gravity [26] With the developnieiii 
of our experimental accuracy we hope to amve al a 
situation when we shall be able pin down whether our 
space-time is purely Riemannian tic not
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